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Readers of the best-selling Christy Miller Series want to know more about Christy. What was she

thinking and feeling as she went through High School? During college? Her first year of marriage?

Now all the heartfelt details are here on the pages of Christy Miller's Diary. As the characters from

this series have continued to mature and grow in their faith, Christy has faithfully kept her diary, the

pages of which are now open to the reader.
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As much as i love the christy miller books, this one is really just rereading in spots that you dont pay

close attention to in the series. I do like that it shows her point of view from when she went to

Europe during the Sierra Jensen series, but other than that, it just helps catch other people up if

they havent read them all yet.

I am a very big fan of RJG, I have been waiting to read this book since October 2010 and when I got

it about a month ago I was so so so excited! It's a great book like all the others - talks constantly

about Christy's life and how she was feeling about Todd. I love her story so that was awesome,

however I was hoping for more new material - if you have read the series there isn't much more to

it.. that really disappointed me however the book and complete series is definitely my favorite ever!

Read it! :)



This was purchased as a gift for a Christy Miller fan. They had read all the books in the series, and

were wishing for more books to be added. Unfortunately, that hasn't happened. However, this diary

was a nice surprise while the wait continues for more books. This is a diary, but it does have a little

more information about "Christy" for fans!

This is not usually what I read but I bought it for my daughter in the next couple of years to read. I

read it first not to see if it would be appropriate but to see if she would like it in the long run. I think it

is good for younger teens but not for older teens or adults.

I loved this book!!! My friend introduced me to these books last summer and I just finished them and

bought this one. It's a great book that goes into Christy's thoughts all through the series, my favorite

part being when she got married. A great finish to the series, and great start to the Katie Weldon

series. I loved it!

I purchased this for my daughter as a Christmas gift. She loves to read and has thoroughly enjoyed

this book. I read the entire Christy Miller series as a kid and am thrilled that she will be able to do the

same if she chooses.

I had two friends suggest this series to me within days of each other because their daughters

couldn't put it down. The storyline is relevant to issues kids (especially girls) face today, and I love

how the author brought the focus to Christ and how He changes hearts and lives. I bought the first

volume for my daughter and before I knew it she read all three books and was ready for the next

volume. After finishing all of the books, she was glad to get one more "fix" of Christy Miller with this

book. I highly recommend this series!

I absolutly love the Christy Miller series! I got really into them back as a freshman and still read them

all over and over and over again. I love this series bc it really focuses on issues and problems girls

go through today. I loved how I could apply it to my life now and how I can relate to it! They were a

part of my childhood and will continue to read them over and over again. I highly HIGHLY

recommend this series to any young girl who doesn't like to read or who loves to read. I hated

reading until I discovered this series! They're great!
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